Chapter 13 Urban Patterns

Key Issue Two Review: Where are people distributed within urban areas?

- Explain the Three models of urban structure. Define the terms. (Draw a picture to help you understand) (Where were they developed?) Who created them? When? Where are the different zones located?
  - Concentric zone model
  - Sector model
  - Multiple nuclei model

- Geographic applications: What do these models help us understand? What is census Tract?

What does a social area analysis tell us if you apply all three models?

- Use of the models outside North America
  - European cities: Where do wealthy live in urban areas? When is the worse traffic in Paris? Why?

Where do low income people live in European cities?
In LDCs most cites have passed through three stages of development—before colonization, during the European colonial period and since independence. Explain characteristics of each stage of development.

**Pre-colonial Cities:**

What was in the center, and the rings surrounding this? Where did the different groups live?

Describe the growth of Mexico City.

**Colonial Cities:** What did they do with the existing city? (two options) Provide examples.

**Cities Since independence:** What do Geographers Griffin and Ford show us about Latin American cities? Provide and example.

What are Squatter Settlements? (What other names do they have?) What services do they provide? (or don’t)

How many people live in Squatter settlements world wide?